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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two codecs are the best codecs to use in WAN and LAN?
(Choose two.)
A. LAN codec G.729.
B. WAN codec G.729.
C. WAN codec G.711.
D. LAN codec G.711.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
AS #1 and AS #2 have multiple EBGP connections with each other.
AS #1 wants all return traffic that is destined to the prefix
10.10.10.1/32 to enter through the router R1 from AS #2. In
order to achieve this routing policy, the AS 1 advertises a
lower MED from R1, compared to a higher MED from R3, to their

respective BGP neighbor for the prefix 10.10.10.0/24. Will this
measure guarantee that the routing policy is always in effect?
A. Yes, because a lower MED in AS #2 is the highest BGP
attribute in BGP best-path route selection.
B. Yes, because a lower MED forces BGP best-path route
selection in AS #2 to choose R1 as the best path for
10.10.10.0/24.
C. No, AS #2 can choose to alter the local preference attribute
to overwrite the best-path route selection over the lower MED
advertisement from AS #1. This local preference attribute is
cascaded across AS
#2 for the BGP best-path route selection.
D. No, AS #2 can choose to alter the weight attribute in R2 for
BGP neighbor R1, and this weight value is cascaded across AS #2
for BGP best-path route selection.
E. Yes, because MED plays a deterministic role in return
traffic engineering in BGP.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which use case is an appropriate fit for the @future
asynchronous Apex method? Choose 2 answers
A. A developer has long-running methods and needs to prevent
delaying an Apex transaction.
B. A developer has long-running jobs with large data volumes
that need to be performed in batchesC. A developer needs to segregate DML operations and bypass the
mixed save DML error.
D. A developer has jobs that need larger query results than
regular transactions allow.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The core dump configuration in your non global zone is
A user is running a process in a non-global zone (testzone) and
the process crashes. The process information is:
user126632618017:46:42pts/20:00/usr/bin/bash
When the user's process crashes in testzone, a non-global zone,
where will the core dump be saved?
A. The file will be stored in the global zone's directory:
/var/core/pprocess/core.bash.2663.
B. A core file cannot be generated in a non-global zone because
it shares the kernel with the global zone.
C. The file will be saved in the global zone's directory:
/var/core/core.bash.2663.
D. The file will be stored in the non-global zone's directory:
/var/core/pprocess/core.hash.2663.
E. The file will be saved in non-global zone's directory:

/var/core/core.bash.2663
Answer: E
Explanation:
The line init core file pattern: /var/core/core.%f.%p will be
used for the non-global process to determine the destination of
the dump file.
Note: When a process is dumping core, up to three core files
can be produced: one in the per-process location, one in the
system-wide global location, and, if the process was running in
a local (non-global) zone, one in the global location for the
zone in which that process was running.
Reference: man coreadm
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